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Origin of Protein Translocases in Organellar Membranes
All organisms consist of either simple or complex cells. Simple cells lack internal structures, whereas complex cells
contain a set of membrane-bound compartments, termed organelles, that have dedicated functions that are
essential for survival. All macroscopic life, including humans, consists of complex cells that in many ways are
superior to simple cells. However, proteins, the building blocks of cells, are produced outside organelles. Complex
cells therefore face a huge logistic challenge: they need to transport proteins to the correct organelles and
translocate them across the barrier of the organellar membranes. This process needs to be efficient and specific,
since each organelle has a unique protein composition. Transport of proteins from the cis to the trans side of the
corresponding organellar membranes depends on membrane-embedded molecular machines, termed protein
translocases. While the function of the various protein translocases is well studied, their evolutionary history is still
enigmatic. Understanding the origin of organellar protein translocases, however, is of the outmost importance, as it
may provide insights into the evolution of the organelles themselves and thus into one of the most important
transitions in the history of life, the origin of complex cells. For my Wissenschaftskolleg project, I plan to initiate a
comparative analysis of protein translocases based on the scientific literature. More precisely, I would like to find
out which parts of organellar protein translocases derive from which counterparts in simpler cells and which ones
are novel inventions of complex cells. Subsequently, I would like to trace back the evolutionary history of the
translocases and reveal their immutable features that are imposed by their shared function.
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